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Abstract.
This note contains proofs of weighted weak-type (1,1) and weighted L? inequalities (with power weights |x|a) for singular integrals whose kernels satisfy Hörmander's condition, and also various size conditions. Some counter-examples are also given, yielding sharp results.
For singular integral operators in R" defined by
Tf(x) = p.v.JK(x,y)f(y)dy, the weakest smoothness condition on the kernel K known to yield a satisfactory L theory is the so-called Hörmander condition:
(1) [ \K(x,y)-K(x,y')\dx<C.
J\x-y\>2\y-y'\ (Recently this has been relaxed in low dimensions, especially zz = 2. See [CR, Hl, H2] ). This smoothness condition is, however, too weak to prove weighted weak (1,1) inequalities by any known method in the context of arbitrary Ax weights, although for power weights \x\a one L result had been known in R" . Consider the case where K is a homogeneous convolution kernel, i.e., K(x) = Q(x)|x|~" with il homogeneous of degree zero, integrable on the sphere and having mean value zero there. For such kernels, it is well known (see [CWZ, CZ] ) that (1) is equivalent to the L -Dini Condition:
(2) / co(t)t~l dt < oo, where co(t) = sup / \il(pa)-il(o)\do, To T|<7|=1
the sup running over all rotations p with magnitude \p\ < t. Kurtz and Wheeden [KW] , have shown that, for il satisfying (2), the corresponding singular integral operator T satisfies the weighted weak (1,1) inequality true: by imposing a stronger size condition on il, the range of a for which (3) holds can be expanded, even without strengthening the smoothness condition (2). Although not stated in [KW] , for il e L[ -DininL9(|x| = 1), 1 < q < oo, (3) holds if -n + (n-\)/q < a <0, and furthermore this result could actually be obtained by modifying the argument in that paper, using a more general version of Lemma 1 of [KW] (see [MW, Lemma 1]) . It is also possible, however, to give a simpler argument, and at the same time generalize the conditions on the kernel. For example, consider kernels K(x, y) satisfying (4) \K(x,y)\<A/\x-y\n.
For p > 1 , Stein [S] has shown that if K satisfies (4), and if the corresponding operator T is bounded on unweighted Lp, then T is also bounded on Lp(\x\a dx), -n < a < n(p -1). For p = 1, we have
where T is bounded on (unweighted) L2, and K satisfies (1) and (4). Then the weighted weak (1,1) bound (3) holds if -n < a < 0.
The unweighted L bound is, of course, crucial. It is therefore worth noting that, for general nonconvolution kernels, it is an open problem to determine whether the Hörmander condition (1) (for both K and its adjoint K*(x, y) = K(y, x)) is enough to imply a " 7T " type criterion for L boundedness. The weakest such smoothness condition known to yield a " T\ " theorem is due to Meyer [M] . Meyer's condition is analogous to, but slightly stronger than (1), although it is still too weak to obtain Ax weighted inequalities by any known method. Suppose that, for all R > 0, \u\ + \v\ < R, and k = 1,2,3, ... , that / \K(x, y) -K(x + u, y + v)\dx < e(k).
J2kR<\x-y\<2k+'R Meyer's condition is that both K and K* satisfy the above, and that zce(zc) < oo.
It is well known that, for certain specific nonconvolution kernels, the L bound can be obtained without Meyer's condition. One example is the commutator type operator with kernel
where il is homogeneous of degree 0, has first moment zero, and belongs to Llog+L(|A-| = 1), and HVaH^ < oo (see [C] or [BC] ). If il also satisfies (2), then K satisfies (1). One can also prove (for a smaller range of a) weighted inequalities with weaker size conditions than (4), although it seems that some sort of homogeneity must be assumed to obtain optimal results. In the unweighted case, Lp and w(l, 1) bounds were proved by Benedek, Calderón, and Panzone [BCP] for convolution kernels satisfying 1/ ¡Jo<
J\x\>2\y\ and (7) / \x\\K(x)\dx<BR.
J\x\<R
For homogeneous kernels, (5) is equivalent to il having mean value zero, (6) is equivalent to (2), and (7) is equivalent to il e L1 . As mentioned above, the operator T induced by such a kernel satisfies the weighted w(l, 1) bound
. Also, since il e Ll n/J-Dini implies il e Llog+ L [CWZ] , by [MW] , T is bounded on Lp(\x\a dx), -1 < a < p -1. In [MW] it is also shown that, for il e Lq, q > 1, T is bounded on Lp(\x\a dx) if
The condition analogous to (7) Theorem 2. Let 1 < q < oo. For each p > 1, and each a < -np/q' or a > np/q , there exists a kernel K(x) satisfying (5), (6), and (8), but for which the corresponding operator T fails to be bounded on Lp(\x\a dx), p > 1 ; if p = 1, T fails to satisfy the weighted w(\, 1) bound (3). In particular, for q = 1 (condition (7)), the weighted bounds do not hold in general for any a / 0.
If however, we assume a sort of average homogeneity, the standard results can be recovered. For 1 < q < oo, consider (not necessarily convolution) kernels for which both K(x, y) and K*(x, y) = K(y, x) satisfy
Ja<\x-y\<b Theorem 3. Suppose T is bounded on unweighted Lp, 1 < p < oo, and suppose K and K* satisfy Equation (9). Then T is bounded on Lp(\x\adx) if max(-zz, -1 -(zz-\)p/q') < a < min(n(p -1), p -1 + (n -\)p/q) ■ If K also satisfies (I), then T satisfies the w(l, 1) bound(3) for -n + (n-\)/q < a < 0. Remarks. For homogeneous convolution kernels, the Lp result is that of [MW] , and (for q -1) the w(\ , 1) inequality is that of [KW] . For q > 1 , the weak (1,1) result is new even for homogeneous convolution kernels, although in that special case the arguments of [KW] could have been modified as mentioned in the introduction of the present paper.
By Theorem 2, the following result is sharp except for the end point values of a : Theorem 4. Let 1 < q < oo, and suppose K and K* satisfy (9), but only for a -0 (i.e., this is the nonconvolution version of (8)). Suppose also that T is bounded on unweighted Lp(l < p < oo). Then T is bounded on Lp (\x\a dx) if max(-zz, -np/q) < a < min(n(p -1), np/q'). Also, if K satisfies (1), then the weak (1, 1) bound (3) holds for -n/q' = -n + n/q < a < 0.
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 1. Although easy and direct, it illustrates the basic set-up for all the w(l, 1) results in this paper.
The proof is a simple modification of Calderon-Zygmund arguments. For X > 0 fixed, perform a Whitney decomposition of the set {Mf > X} (where M is the Hardy-Littlewood Maximal operator) into a union of nonoverlapping closed cubes ß . We can write / = b+g, where / \g\ \x\a dx < cXf \f\\x\a dx and b = J2bj, with b¡ supported on Q., f b¡ = 0, and f\b-\ < cX\Qj\.
One handles g by the result of Stein [S] which implies that T is bounded on L (\x\a dx), -n < a < n .
Let Q* have the same center as Q., but side length 5<fh~ times as large (thus, for x e (Q*)c and y e Q,-, one has \x-y\>2 diam Q.), and let E be the union of the cubes Q*. By properties of Ax weights, fE \x\a dx < cX~ J \f\\x\a dx , if -n < a < 0. Thus, as usual, it is enough to prove j c\Tb(x)\\x\a dx <c j \b(y)\\y\a dy.
In fact, if v e Q is chosen so that |v.|a = minß |y|a, it is then enough to show (10) f K\TbJ{x)\\x\adx<cj\bJ{y)\\yJTdy. where in the last step we have used (4) and also the fact that, for x e (Q*)c, y e Qj and |x| < \yA/2 , we have \x -y\ « \y¡\. Since a > -n , the inner integral in the right-hand side of (11) is no bigger than c|j>,|a, which concludes the proof. D
We remark that this result also holds for the maximal singular integral operator ff = sup£>0\Tef\, where TJ(x) = f\x_y\>gK(x, y)f(y)dy. If f is bounded on unweighted L , then it is also bounded on L (\x\a dx), -n < a < n , by the results of [MW] . (That paper only discussed homogeneous kernels, but the same argument goes over unchanged for kernels which are merely bounded pointwise by a homogeneous kernel, i.e., \K(x, y)\ < \il(x -y)\/\x -y\" , with il e Lq(S"~ ). The case q = oo is the bound (4).) This takes care of the "good" function g. To handle the "bad" function b, we observe that, for each x e Ec, fb(x)<sup"£xj(x)\TebJ(x)\ + supY(l-Xj(x))\TebAx)\. 
B<^-XJ(x))f\K(x,y)-K(x,y])\\bJ(y)\dy + cMb(x),
where M is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator. This last sum is handled exactly like I2 above by taking the weighted integral over Ec, and M is well known to be w(\, 1) with respect to any Ax weight. We now proceed to the (simultaneous) proofs of Theorems 3 and 4, and defer the counter-examples of Theorem 2 until last. Let us assume for now the Lp (or at least the L ) results, and prove the weak (1,1) bounds. We begin with the same decomposition as in the proof of Theorem 1, except that for technical reasons we take Q* to be large enough that, for x e (Q*)c and y e Q , we have \x -y\ > 4diam(2 . Then, as before, modulo the L result for the "good" function g, it is enough to prove inequality (10). The same splitting of the left side of (10) into /, + I2 is now used, with I2 estimated exactly as in Theorem 1 (that estimate used only the Hörmander condition and the fact that a < 0). The estimate for Ix imposes the lower bound on a, and is the only new difficulty here. Again, it is enough to show that (12) J (e;r \K(x, y)\\x\a dx < C\y\a, \x\<b>j\/2 for all y e Q} and a > -n + (n-l)/q (1 < q < oo, if (9) holds as in Theorem 3) or a > -n + n/q (q > 1, if (9) only holds for a -0 as in Theorem 4). Note that if |v | < 2diamQ , then the left side of (12) is zero, because in that case \x\ > \x -y À -\y | > 4diam(? -2diam(2 > \y¡\. Thus we make take |y-| > 2diam Qj, so, for all y e Qj, \y\ ta \y¡\ m \x -y\. The left side of (12) is therefore bounded by (13) / \K(x, y)\\x\" dx, J a\y\<\x-y\<b\y\ where 0 < a < b < oo and a, b depend only on dimension. Theorem 4 (p = 1 case) now follows directly from Holder's inequality. In fact, for a > -n + n/q (i.e., aq > -n), (13) is less than or equal to (7 \K(x,y)\qdx) if \x\aq'dx) .
\Ja\y\<\x-yi<b\y\ j \J'\x\<(b+\)\y\ J By the assumption on a, the second factor equals C\y\a+n'q . The first factor is no larger than C {\y\-qn+n-1 f \K(x, y)\q\x -yrn+i dx) " < c\yf+n/q . V Ja\y\<\x-y\<b\y\ J Multiplying then gives the desired estimate. The w(\, 1) part of Theorem 3 will be an easy consequence of Lemma 1. Let K satisfy (9) , and let 0 < y < 1. Then (14) / \x\-y\K{x,y)\9dx<C\y\-nq+n~y.
J a\y\<\x-y\<b\y\
Proof. Assume for now that Lemma 1 holds. If q = 1, set -y = a and we are done. For q > 1, and a > -n + (n -l)/q, choose e > 0 so that a > -n + (n-\)/q+e,andset ß = l/q-e (thus ßq < 1). Write |x|" = \x\~ß\x\a+ß and apply Holder's inequality to (13), which is then dominated by (7 \K(x,y)\q\x\-ßqdx) 7/ \x\{a+ß)q'dx) ' .
\Ja\y\<\x-y\<b\y\ J \J \x\<(b+i)\y\ J By (14), with y = ßq , the first factor is less than or equal to c\y\ .
The second factor equals c|.y| + , since the definition of ß and the assumptions on q and e imply that (a + ß)q > -n . The estimate (12) then follows, so it is enough to prove Lemma 1.
We remark that, for convolution kernels, Lemma 1 is very easy to prove: For -y < 0, we can replace \x\ by \\x -y\ -\y\\ in the left side of (14), write the integral in polar coordinates centered at y , and use the fact that, by Lebesque's differentation theorem, inequality (9) for convolution kernels is equivalent to rnq $s"-i\K(ro)\q do <B for a.e. re(0,oo).
To prove (14) in the general case, we split the integral into f \x\~y\K(x,y)\q dx+ f \x\~y\K(x,y)\q dx.
J a\y\<\x-y\<\y\ J \y\<\x-y\<b\y\
We estimate only the second term (the first is handled analogously), and dominate it by 
where e is a small positive number to be chosen. If m -1 (i.e., q > p), then \x\ Q(x) is bounded by C\x\" ~e, if e is chosen small enough so that p'(ß + e) < n , which of course can always be done if a < n(p -1). If q < p , then m = q/p and ( 1 -m)p = (p -q)/(p -1 ). Set S = q(p -\)/(p-q) (which is bigger than 1 for q > 1). If q = 1 = ó, and K* satisfies (9) as in Theorem 3, then Lemma 1 with y = p'(ß + e) can be applied directly to obtain the bound \x\ßQ(x) < C|x|"£, for ß + e < \/p = (p -l)/p . Now, for I <q <p, apply Holder's inequality again, so that where n = I/o -e, so nô -1 -ôe < 1 . Applying Lemma 1 with nô = y, we see that the first factor in (16) is bounded by
The second factor is no larger than £i i1-p'(ß+e)+n/a' if ô'(n -p'(ß + e)) > -n . But a grubby computation shows that this is true if ß < (n -\)/q + l/p' -e(l + l/p'), which holds under the assumptions of Theorem 3, for e small enough. For Theorem 4, we obtain the same estimates that n = 0, since ß < n/q' implies o'p'(ß + e) < n for small e. In any case multiplying these estimates, taking the power l/p', and multiplying by \x\ shows that \x\ßQ(x) < |x|"/''-«<^'-£ = W-*+"<*-'>/*. Now we multiply P(x) and the estimate for \x\ Q(x), so that, in the case
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Then J fN(y)\y\a dy « CN~n. Note that K trivially satisfies (6) and (7), because it is integrable, and (5) because it is odd. Now for |x| < \/N and \y -11 < 1/zV, we have \x -y + \\ -\y -x -l\ < 2/N. Thus, for such But letting N ~* oo, we obtain a contradiction if a < -y. Since y could be chosen arbitrarily close to zero, we are done. The remaining cases of Theorem 2 are easy variants of the preceeding. For q > 1, use the kernel K = K 'q , where K is as above. The w(\, 1) and also the Lp, p > 1 arguments for a < 0 are then handled like the above. The upper limit for a with p > 1 is obtained by duality.
